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Abstract
Introduction: A precise transfer of planned procedures to a real operative field can be provided by surgical
robots. This technology, still unique, is increasingly applied in new medical specialties. The aim of this paper was to
describe the clinical application of an active navigation in the dental implant treatment.
Case Report: The patient was imaged by CBCT computed tomography Gendex GXCB-500/i-CAT while wearing
an individually fitted interfacing acrylic splint. Thereafter, CT data were imported to the Image Guided Implantology
System and precise 3-dimensional implant treatment plan was contemplated. This system allows real-time interactive
carrying out of implantological procedures with three-dimensional visualization of the anatomical structures during
the procedure.
Conclusions: The system of active navigation ensures the coordination of prosthetic and surgical treatment
which guarantees optimal surgical and prosthetic effect of the therapy, including both anatomical structures and
prosthetic requirements.

Keywords: Image guided implant surgery; Optical navigation;
Tracking system; Intra-operative navigation.
Introduction
The rapid development of diagnostic methods enhanced by
technical progress in medicine, coupled with the introduction of digital
technology into everyday life, has changed an approach to planning and
carrying out surgical procedures. Computer tomography images of high
resolution with the use of suitable software allow virtual simulation of
a planned procedure. A precise transfer of planned procedures to a real
operative field can be provided by surgical robots [1,2]. This technology,
still unique, is increasingly applied in new medical specialties. In oral
surgery, likewise, the tendency is observed to decrease the number
of surgeries with simultaneous increase in their precision [3]. It is
realized by progressively wider application of microsurgical techniques,
systems magnifying a microscopic image (micro-lenses, magnifiers),
endoscopic techniques (sinusoscopy, arthroscopy, sialoendoscopy)
and, recently introduced, surgical navigation (surgical templates,
surgical robots) allowing for much more minimally invasive surgeries
[4]. Surgical navigation has become applicable in dental implantology

where because of restricted operative field, and numerous adjacent
structures (teeth and their buds, the nasal cavity, maxillary sinuses,
the mandibular canal, mental foramina, the nasopalatinal canal), the
precision of surgical procedures is of special importance. It particularly
refers to the cases of jaw bone atrophy. Slight errors during implant bed
preparation may cause improper implant insertion which results in a
number of complications [5-7]. Hence the need for precise planning
of the surgery based on a detailed visualization of an operative field
coupled with watching of the procedure progress on a monitor, and
the possibility of correction of the performed procedure with reference
to a planned pattern. Such a procedure is essential in the case of
implantation carried out in the so-called “esthetic zone”, that is, in the
anterior part of the maxilla. Implantological restorations of congenital
absence of maxillary lateral incisors is a great challenge for a surgeon.
This genetic defect is usually accompanied by maxillary hypoplasia and
underdeveloped alveolar process [8].

Case Report
The patient was imaged by CBCT computed tomography while
wearing an individually fitted interfacing acrylic splint (Figure 1).
Thereafter, CT data were imported to the Image Guided Implantology
System (IGI; DenX Advanced Dental Systems Ltd, Moshav Ora, Israel),
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Figure 1: Individually fitted acrylic splint with interfacing template.
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and precise 3-dimensional implant treatment plan was contemplated
considering the compromised anatomy and the anticipated prosthetic
restoration (Figures 2 and 3). The surgeon selects the appropriate implant
from the software menu. The IGI system for implant placement requires
a fixed interfacing template to be mounted in the patient’s mouth for the
duration of surgery. This template creates the interface between the real
patient and related dental computerized tomography data, enabling the
intra-operative navigation. The template is then attached to a horseshoe
shaped element consisting of ceramic markers. These markers are
used as reference points between the CT data and a real patient. This
template is supported by existing natural teeth. Following fabrication
of the template, the patient undergoes a CT scan with the template
Figure 5: Intraoral radiograph of missing teeth 12 and 22.

Figure 2: IGI system.

Figure 6: CBCT tomogram of deficient alveolar maxillary ridge.

Figure 3: Computerized 3 dimesional implant planning stage in IGI software.

Figure 4: Handpiece and patient navigational tracker.
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mounted. A digital implant plan is based on the reconstructed dental
scan of the patient and is created before the surgical procedure. The
image of radiopaque teeth, which are part of the acrylic resine splint
guides the decision on the planned position, angulation of the implants.
Following registration the template with markers is detached from the
acrylic splint leaving only the acrylic splint with the attachment of caps
connected to the optical sensore. This enables ongoing monitoring of
patients head position. Real imaging of dental drill is integrated with
the anatomic structures and is consistently available to the surgeon with
update progress of drilling. The surgeon uses an handpiece to which a
Handpiece tracker is attached to enable real-time tracking by the system
(Figure 4). The 28-year-old female patient with congenital absence of
maxillary incisors was presented for implant-borne restoration. The gap
for implant placement was opened at the end of orthodontic treatment.
The CBCT examination revealed significantly reduced horizontally
alveolar ridge in the region of missing teeth 12 and 22 (Figure 5). The
CBCT image of hypoplasia resulting from agenesis of lateral maxillary
incisors (Figure 6). To establish an appropriate implant site with a
such reduced bone volume the initial indication was to augment the
alveolar ridge in the region of tooth 12 and to perform the procedure
with the use of surgical navigation system. Operation was performed
under local anesthesia consisted of 4% articain (Ubistesin) solution.
Full thickness mucoperiosteal flaps were reflected in the region of
tooth 13-11 and 21-23 (Figure 7). Then considering the dimension of
edentulous space, the osteotomies were prepared by means of coneshaped bur according to the 3i drilling protocol for placement of two
Nano Tite Implants (3,25 diameter x 11.5 mm length) with the use
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of surgical navigation approach and precise coordination to the presurgical treatment plan (Figures 8a-b). The high primary stability was
achieved in both implants. In region of 12 tooth the augmentation
procedure was performed simultaneously with implant placement
using Bio-oss material and Biogide membrane in GBR technique. The
primary closure was performed with 4.0 GoreTex sutures. Six months
post implant placement, the patient was then seen by prosthodontist for
restorative treatment. Subsequently both implants were restored with
full ceramic cement retained definitive crowns, using a pre-machined
titanium alloy abutment, GingiHue Posts. Follow-up x-ray after 15
months shows a stable peri-implant bone situation (Figure 9). Clinical
examination after 9 months revealed nice soft-tissue healing around the
abutments and quite acceptable esthetic result (Figure 10a-10c).
Figure 9: Orthopantomogram 15 months after implant restoration treatment.

Figure 7: Intraoral radiograph of implant inserted in the tooth 22 position.
Figure 10a. Intraoral radiograph- Final outcome of the treatment. Final
implant restoration in position 12.

Figure 8a: Stages of implant bed preparation with the use of IGI navigation
screen. Virtually planned implant position.

Figure 8b: Initial stage of implant bed preparation.
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Figure 10b: Final restoration in position 22.

Figure 10c: Final implant supported crowns.
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Discussion
Congenital absence of the second maxillary buds is a developmental
defect occurring in about 10% of population, and in about 1.6% of the
European population alone [9]. Hypodontia as a developmental defect
of unknown etiology has been reported to be a result of dentition
reduction during phylogenetic development. Computer guided surgeries
with the use of optical navigation systems started their application
with the development of neurosurgical surgeries requiring extreme
precision [10,11]. Subsequently, due to the evolution of digitalization
and progress in the application of computer software in reconstructive
procedures and tooling of computer tomography imaging, these
surgeries were introduced to various invasive specialties [12-14]. Intraoperative computer navigation allows precise transfer of the data from
the planned surgery pattern onto the actual operative field. Success in
the dentition reconstruction in esthetic zones with the use of dental
implants depends on a number of factors. They include, among others,
proper patient selection, the choice of a proper surgical technique,
detailed analysis of the patient’s anatomical features, concerning the soft
tissues and underlying bone. However, the precision of the positioning
of dental implants plays an essential role. The advantage of computerassisted planning and carrying out of implantological procedures is
three-dimensional visualization of the anatomical structures during
the procedure. The surgery planning starts with the crowns of the
missing teeth. The localization of the future crowns is visualized and
all the details related to it are considered, including the positioning
of implants, the depth of their insertion and the inclination angles in
relation to the future prosthetic restoration and anatomical structures.
Since the implant insertion takes into account prosthetic effect, this
approach is called “prosthodontic-driven implant placement”. It is based
on the assumption that the dental implant is only the medium for the
reconstruction of the absent tooth, and the expected prosthetic effect
of the whole tooth should be taken into consideration. This integrates
anatomical, biomechanical and esthetic effects. Surgeries with the use of
the direct navigation technique facilitate precise implant positioning at
the angle of future prosthetic reconstruction, which creates favourable
conditions for full accommodation of the reconstruction, and not for
the adaptation of the future prosthetic reconstruction to the implant
position [15-17]. A navigation technique allows the operator to achieve
full spatial orientation at every moment of the surgery and does not
require surgical templates, which is known as a blind preparation
through faucets in stereo-lithographic templates [18]. The interactive
nature of full direct navigation with the use of the IGI optical system
should be underlined since it ensures the possibility of intra-operative
modifications. Such modifications are frequently necessary because
virtual planning is made on the basis of computer tomography alone
without a direct insight into the operative field. An experienced surgeon
with appropriate knowledge and skills is able to evaluate whether
the applied position of a drill is clinically acceptable and can make a
correction of an already prepared plan (if necessary). In the case of
indirect navigation, the use of templates limits a surgical procedure and
the surgeon is not able to make any modifications [19-21]. Scientific and
clinical investigations carried out on patients confirmed a mean linear
accuracy of implant positioning in the IGI system which was less than
1 mm on the level of the implant neck and its apex and mean angular
deviation was less than 4 degrees on condition that implantation was
unrestricted by surgical templates equipped with faucets for implant
insertion [22,23].

Conclusions
The system ensures the coordination of prosthetic and surgical
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treatment which guarantees optimal surgical and prosthetic effect
of the therapy, including both anatomical structures and prosthetic
requirements. It is consistent with an accepted principle of threedimensional implant localization, depending on a planned prosthetic
reconstruction, and not on anatomical conditions alone. Moreover, this
system during the procedure allows for the observation and control
of the surgery, ensuring optimal surgical results, and in justifiable
cases, allows for flapless surgery. For the first time navigation system
enables the surgeon to show the actual drill position in the operation
site on the 3D reconstructed image data set of the patient. Due to it
the invasiveness of the procedure can be diminished, which is a proper
surgical approach and satisfies the patients’ expectations. On the basis
of the above-presented considerations, the reports in the specialist
literature as well as own clinical experience, we can conclude that
the optical active navigation system is a unique tool which allows the
surgeon to evaluate the diagnosis and prepare virtual simulation of all
aspects of implantological treatment. Due to a precise planning of the
whole treatment, the realization of the surgical protocol in a detailed
and safe way becomes possible. It should also be noted that imageguided surgery in dental implantology is still infrequently used in
routine dental practice, and the future will show whether it will become
a standard procedure.
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